PTE) its HSU students in record numbers
De
Flu-suffering students swarmed the
Humboldt State University campus
health center last week in record

=

according to Dr. Jerry Cor-

t.
Corbett,
Student
Health Center
director, said more than 750 students
checked into the center with symptoms
of influenza.
That figure represents approximately 10 percent of the campus.
:
‘*The number of students coming in
last week set an all-time record,”’ he
said Wednesday.
Corbett has been at the current
health center since it opened in 1976.
Detailed records have been kept since
that time. Nearly 160 students a day
found their way to the health center

last

week

with

complaints

of

headaches, fever and sore throats.
The normal number of students
treated is 125 per day, Corbett added.
Neither Corbett nor Mad River
Hospital emergency room personnel
know what kind of influenza virus has
struck HSU and the county.
Corbett said several varieties of flu
have entered the United States, in-

cluding
Hong
Kong
and Asian
varieties.
**I haven’t seen any identification by
the Public Health Department about
what (flu) this is,’’ he said.
According to registered nurse Mitch
Boriskin of Mad River Community
poses ge 9 there aoe been =
to 10
cases of
flu reported
every
day.
**But the bulk of them go to family
doctors,’’ he added.
Most of the flu cases he’s seen have
the common
symptoms
of fever,
headaches, sore throats and body
aches.

**In the last few days we’ve seen the
astro-intestinal
variety also,’’
riskin said.
Corbett said the number of flu cases
has decreased this week. He reported
1$3 students had visited the center by
Wednesday with flu symptoms.
Secondary illnesses resulting from
influenza have also been reported to
the center. A rise in the number of
students with bronchitis has been
noted. And last week five cases of
pneumonia were diagnosed at the
center.

‘The biggest worry about students

with flu is they get weak,’’ Corbett
said. Resistance to
and other
viral infections is lower, and thus

sickness is possible.

_

Bes

Temperatures as high as 104 degrees
have been noted among students seeking treatment, Corbett said.
Flu victims should drink at least
three quarts of water or other fluids
per day,
Corbett
recommended.
Dehydration is one of the main dangers
to flu sufferers.
If symptoms persist for longer than
72 hours, a student should return to the
health center, he said.
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Course approval upheld
for Tom Jones, ISSP
By Richard Nelson
Copy editor

An
appeal
by Humboldt
State
University’s history department, which
questioned the procedures used in approving the course Darwin and Darwinism for Interdisciplinary Studies
and Special Programs, was denied
Tuesday by the University Curriculum
Committee.
The course, developed by ISSP Professor Tom Jones, was first proposed
in November 1980. It was subsequently
approved for ISSP by the Council of
—
Deans for winter quarter
1981.
Darwin and Darwinism was approved as ISSP 120.
Professor Simon Green, chairman of
the history department, appealed the
decision, contending that he had not
been properly notified of the course's
content before its approval. Green said
the course’s content may be more
re to the history department than

Staff photo by Richard OuBrau

No admittance
Although Joanne Dickson is the director of Humboldt State's hanprogram, she faces the same obstacies
any other
imstudent. Jenkins Hall is notoriously
students to enter, as the picture shows. First, impaired students
to mount the sidewalk outside the building. Then they confront an
entry that opens onto two staircases. For more about the challenges
handicapped students face, see page 2.

ing courses needs looking at,’’ Green
said. He also concurred with Jones that
the approval process should not have
taken so long.
*‘This particular matter should not
have dragged on as long as this did,’’
he said.
Jones, who is a full-time professor in
ISSP, -is also awaiting an arbitration
hearing to decide whether he will
regain his secondary teaching-service
area in religious studies.
In a grievance hearing last spring,
Jones argued that his secondary TSA
in religious studies was arbitrarily
taken away by the university administration. In its final decision, the
rievance committee recommended to
SU President Alistair McCrone that
Jones’ TSA be re-established. But McCrone vetoed the recommendation.
Because of McCrone’s decision,
Jones has filed for an arbitration hearing.
According to Alba M. Gillespie, executive assistant to McCrone,
the
American Arbitrators Association has
sent a list of seven arbitrators to him
and Jones.
The list includes names, educational
backgrounds and current jobs of the

But the UCC unanimously decided
the procedures for the course’s approval were correctly followed.
‘“*Yes,
the
procedures
were
followed,’”
UCC
member
Phyllis
Chinn said at Tuesday’s meeting.
“This course has probably
been
reviewed more than any other ...
general course.”’
Jones said he ‘‘was impressed with
the curriculum committee’s behavior.’’
“IT went in there ... ven
worst, but my fears were unfounded,”’
he said in a telephone interview
Wednesday.
Jones said the process of approval
was a routine matter and ‘‘should have

r—Inside—_

delayed because of the history depart-

Eureka ballet company

taken about three weeks.’ The approval, which took 16 months, was
ment, Jones said.

Green, who was unable to attend
Tuesday’s meeting because of illness,

said in a telephone interview Thursday

that he was unsure of what went on at
the meeting.
He also said he doesn’t know what
other recourse he has to contest the
decision.

“‘The whole procedure for approv-

See JONES,
page 3

Arcata pool reopening
is goal of fund-raisers
—See page 3

World traveler directs
—See page §

Clear-cut logging helps
deer hunters bag limit
—See page 10
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Campus office assists disabled students
Walking through a doorway, up a
set of stairs or down a steep grade may
seem like simple things to do, but if
you are confined to a wheelchair or
can’t walk without the aid of crutches,
hese ‘‘simple things’’ might seem
ilmost impossible.
These physical barriers, as well as
nany attitudinal ones, are some of the
challenges disabled students at Humvoldt State University face.
Joanne Dickson, coordinator of

Disabled Student Services at HSU, said

one problem for disabled students is
receiving help from fellow students.
**] don’t mind it when people offer
to help me, but what they don’t realize
is when they ask a disabled person if
they want help they must also ask how
they can help. There have been times
when I have ended up flat on my back
because of people’s ‘help,’ "’ she said.
Citing an example of how physical
barriers affect disabled students,
Dickson said, ‘‘The elevator down the
hall from my office is out of order —
that’s going to affect about 15 people.
People in wheelchairs, on crutches,
those who’ve just had surgery, amputees, are not going to be able to get
to my office until it’s fixed.”’
Richard DuBrau, a journalism major who is temporarily disabled, said
he had a difficult time adjusting to life
in a wheelchair.
**1 had to learn by trial and error. A
couple of times | ended up in the mud
and the grass.
‘**The art building and Founders Hall
are two of the most difficult buildings
to get to,’’ DuBrau said.
“The art building on this campus
has its own special problem. If a person has a class upstairs and needs to
use the bathroom downstairs he has to
go out the back door and all the wav

disabled

student

services at HSU

n

oa
the building to get to it,”” he
said.
Transportation is a major problem
for Maria Barron, a child development
major at HSU who is confined
to a
wheelchair.
“1 live in Eureka and sometimes it’s
difficult getting to school. The Redwood Transit bus system doesn’t have
wheelchair lifts on their buses. I know
of one student who had to drop out of
school because of this,’’ she said.
Barron said she doesn’t mind when
people offer to help her get througha
door or over a ramp.
‘It’s OK as long as they ask.
Sometimes people forget to ask and
there you are up in the air whether you
want to be or not,”’ she said.
The Disabled Student Service office
at HSU is working to break down some
of the physical barriers that get in the
way of disabled students’ education,
Dickson said.
The services offered to temporarily
and permanantly disabled students attending HSU include:
e A tram to drive students to and
from their classrooms.
© A disabled students study center,
located on the third floor of the
library, which contains such items as a
talking calculator, a Brailler and tape
recorders.
e Assistance
in providing
and
locating readers, note takers and interpreters.
© Special
assistance concerning
priority registration as well as obtaining and
completing
registration
materials.
For more information concerning

sPinauteemesene

By Dan Montoya
Staff writer

con-

tact Joanne Dickson at the office of
Disabled Student Services, Room 206
of the Student
Health
Center,

~ Staff photo by Richard OuBrau
Rick Richards and Joanne Dickson confront an obstacle for the

826-4678.

disabled in the Music Building.

By Barbara Gough

often exists.

Staff writer

Legal service
is provided by
Y.E.S. program

provide legal advice,
Service cannot
but can provide legal information and
referrals to attorneys who can, according to L.1.A.R.S. co-director Julie

director Melody

Sturges

said

there

have

been

vice’

the

ambiguity

no

L.1.A.R.S.

particularly

L.1.A.R.S.

is open Monda

a

=

<3

Beng
oF

impor-

through Thursday from 10 a.m. to
p.m., and Friday from 10 a.m. to
noon. The phone number is 826-4162.

anything about the legal system, she

DON’S
DONUT BAR
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tant because of legal aid cuts that the
Reagan administration has made this
last year, Williams said.
Many federally funded legal services have had to cut back services.
This affects students since many cannot afford an attorney’s fees.
Consequently, L.1.A.R.S. is ——— asa
volunteers are
referral service , since
familiar with the
in the comfree or low-cost
ears oe

which

aan

S57

for

is the

Willams said. 1
problems,”
with
helpful to people who don’t know

problems with volunteers giving ‘‘addespite

Assistance,

blem.

**We could be sued for giving out
lawyers can give
Only
advice.

advice.””

Legal

Sturges said L.1.A.R.S. tries to cut
red tape and the run-around
may get when they’re searching for
or assistance.
legal information
L.L.A.R.S. knows which agencies
handle a person’s particular legal pro-

i, Y.E.S.
in a re-

as agents of our ad-

viser,”’ L.1.A.R.S.
Williams said.

Redwood

for legal infor-

mation on

information and answer questions.

“‘There’s a real fine line between

ent“We're
interviewseen.

to be sued.”’
Hendry, an attorney

ay adviser for L.1.A.R.S. He meets
volunteers every week to provide

Sturges.

information a —
eswoman
program

we're subject

and small-claims’’
also receive a few

_—callls each week asking

said. ““We're not attorneys so

Referral _ it,’ she

and

Information

Legal

Sturges said they receive ‘‘lots of
landlord-tenant
problems. They

““We really emphasize the fact at
that you can’t do
the very
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Committees join forces to reopen Arcata pool
By Valerie Moore
Staff writer
The finance and Lpremmenon committees of the Arcata
Community Swimm-

ing Pool joined forces at their Tuesday
meeting to raise money in an effort to
reopen the pool for an 18-week period
this year.
More than $5,000 must be raised by
mid-April to open the pool from May 3
to Sept. 4, Bob Cortelyou, parks and
recreation department director, told
representatives of the energy, promotion and finance committees.
:
It will cost about $58,000 to maintain the pool during the 1983 fiscal year
— July 1, 1982 to June 30, 1983 —
even if the pool is never reopened for
public use, Cortelyou said.

About $49,000 of the $58,000 will be
pale by revenue from Northern HumIdt Recreation and. Parks District
property taxes. The remaining $9,000
is the projected deficit for the 1983
fiscal year, Cortelyou explained.

A concern for senior citizens who
need to use the
| for health reasons
was voiced by Frannie Givens, finance
committee
member
and the new
chairperson of the joint finance and
promotion committee.

Fund raising to reopen the pool
would be only a short-term solution to
the
I’s financial problems, Craig
= ley, vice chairman of the NHRPD,
said.
_ “*We need a set fee base. Contributions from the public are not going to
be enough to keep the pool open and
prevent deficits,’ Hadley said.
The joint
promotion and finance
committee
will also work to get a new
pool-funding
proposition
on the
November 1982 ballot.

**] want to help with this because I
want to help the disabled kids and the
senior citizens who need this pool,’’
she said.
Givens cited public awareness of the
need for the community pool as a key
to raising the money to permanently
reopen the pool.
The promotion and finance committee will meet for the first time at Arcata
City Hall on Feb. 16.
The energy committee will continue
meeting in its efforts to work on ways

Raffle tickets are $1 and can be purchased at the door.
Ticketholders do not have to be present to win.

The 30-minute film examines the
sociological and political aspects of
abortion.
It is sponsored by Students for
Choice.

of reducing the pool's energy bills.
‘*] am very confident that the energy
committee will come up with some
significant long-term savings for the
pool
with
something
like cogeneration,
solar
wer or heat
recovery,’ Hadley said.
e
om we need enough money to
n.””
get the pool going
The pool Toon 1h Desenteer after
the recreation district and the city
could no longer afford the pool’s rising
energy bills.
A ballot measure which would have
helped finance the pool by assessing
district residents $15 per household per
year over four years was defeated in
November.

The

measure

failed

to

receive the necessary two-thirds vote.

‘Briefly
Pele pizza
Humboldt
State
University’s
women’s soccer team will hold a ra
and pizza party from 6 to 9 p.m.
Thursday at Straw Hat Pizza in Uniontown Shopping Center.
Prizes include jewelry, blankets,
wine, food, haircuts, backpacks and
soccer balls.

The
Lumberjack
Bering

the HSU communits

HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY,
NELSON HALL EAST 6
ARCATA, CALIF., 95521

So many voices
The film ‘‘So Many Voices,’’ starring Ed Asner and Tammy Grimes will
be shown today at noon in Gist Hall,
Room 221.

Jones
Continued from

front page
arbitrators. Through a process of
elimination Jones and Gillespie will
decide upon an arbitrator for Jones’
case, he said
David Kinzer, executive officer of
the grievance panel, said no date for
the selection of arbitrators has been
set.
But once the arbitrator is selected,
Jones and Gillespie will have a twoweek period to prepare arguments.
Then a one-week period will be given
for them to respond to each other’s
arguments, Gillespie said.
he arguments, responses and all
evidence from Jones’ grievance hearing
will be mailed to the arbitrator, who
will make the final decision on Jones’
TSA.
The arbitrator’s decision will be
legally binding.

Speech workshop
A two-day workshop on ‘‘Clinical
Management
of Neurogenic Communication Disorders’’ will be offered
by Humboldt
State
University’s
oo
of speech and hearing,
Feb. 19 and 20.
The course will be held in Goodwin
Forum. It is designed for nursing personnel,
speech
therapists,
speech
pathologists and psychologists.
The workshop will run from 1 to $
p.m., Feb. 19 and from 8:30 a.m. to 4
p.m., Feb. 20.
The course fee is $12. Registration
will be at the first class meeting.
Dr. Robert T. Wertz of the Veterens
Administration Hospital in Martinez,
Calif. will conduct the workshop.

However, the time and place of the

lecture were omitted.

The lecture will be given by William
Brinner, a professor of Near Eastern
languages at the University of California, at 8 p.m. in Founders Hall
Auditorium.

Bubbly breakfast
The Redwood Alliance will hold a
champagne breakfast featuring pancakes, fruit salad, champagne and coffee on Feb. 21.
Breakfast will be served from 8 a.m.
to 1 p.m. at the Arcata Community
Center at 14th and D streets.
Acoustic music will be provided.
A $2.75 donation is requested.

Talk time

Ws

In its Tuesday issue, The Lumberjack mentioned a free lecture entitled
**islam and the Middle East,’’ which
will take place Feb. 19.

It Well
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Indian teacher program fights for life
and a textbook allowance of $75 a
quarter.
According to ITEPP Director Larry

By Den Montoya
Staff writer
The Indian Teacher and Educational
Personnel Program at Humboldt State
Unversity is the nation’s oldest teachereducation program
exclusively for
the
“aoince M1969 the
|program has been a
key link in providing teachers for
California’s Indian communities.
According to the state Department
of Education, only five in 1,000 certified school personnel are Indians,
while one in every 85 children in the
state is an Indian.
Yet because of cutbacks in the
federal budget the ITEP Program at
HSU is fighting for its life with at least
1S other federally funded pro:
Ss.
In an effort to produce qualified Indian teachers and other educational
personnel suck as social workers and
counselors, the program provides local
Indian students with both financial and
educational support.
The financial support comes in the
form of a monthly stipend of $375,
payment of student fees, a monthly
dependency allowance of $75 per child

Correction
The Lumberjack would like to
correct
an error
it made
in
Tuesday’s issue. In a story on the
local radio market, Paul Hoff was

incorrectly identified as the station

manager of KPDJ and KRED.
James Hoff is the manager of those
stations. The Lumberjack regrets
any inconvenience the error may
have caused.

EN?

» most of the participants in

the
are in their early twenties
with families to support. Without the
financial aid from the program it
would be impossible for many of the
students to continue their education at
HSU, he said.
The program also provides a wide
range of support services for its
par-

ticipants, including academic advising,

placement
and
supervision
of
fieldwork. In exc
e, students must
serve a minimum of six hours a week as
para-professionals
in rural public
schools and other Indian organizations
from their freshman year until graduation.
ITEPP students also attend enrichment workshops and classes which provide special training in Indian affairs.
Special summer sessions are held to
help ee
integrate their
cultural strengths within the traditional
educational system.
But the aim of the program is more
than just preparing Indian students for
careers in education. The long range
goal of the program ‘‘is to develop and
produce Indian leaders ... two or three
people who have graduated from the
program are now tribal chairmen and
heads of their tribes,’’ Gorospe said.
The intention of the program is that
graduates should return to the Indian
community and become part of an efi
social force in their tribes, he

financial support, the ITEPP office is
a place where program participants,
some of whom have never
far
from the reservation, can go to ease the
pressures of attending a large universi-

ty.

‘*In order to succeed in a university
you almost have to lay aside your

culture. The Indian way of thinking is
more collective and
ive in
form. Here at the university it’s more
competitive — dog eat dog.
‘‘We
want our people to get an
education but we don’t want them to
lose their culture,’’ Gorospe said.
He added that the ITEPP office is
one of the few places on campus that
Indian students can call their own.
‘*it’s the center of their activities, a
transitional place, a home base for supporting each other. The students support each other and know about each
other’s problems,’’ he said.
Although for the most part ITEPP
has been successful in producing
Indian teachers and other educational
personnel, the program has not been
without its problems.
When the program first began there
was a great need for college-educated
Indians. Because of that need ITEPP
graduates were much in demand. So
great was the need that ITEPP students
were quickly promoted
into administrative positions — positions they
had little experience in.
**You got sucked up into the system.

People who were trained as teachers
were busy with proposal writing and
Se
Denise| nm.
a
st
t in the program,
é
To meet the need for more administrative experience, ITEPP now
offers its students a curriculum
oriented more to Indian affairs, Indian
adminstration education and classes in
tribal law.
In the ITEPP office there is a library
of Indian literature where students can
find books written by Indians about
Indians.
*

glass of vour favorite
inflation-fighter prices.

wine

Open 12-10 p.m.
Happy Hour 6-7 p.m.

‘‘Most of our people only accept
jobs around this area because they
want to be with their people.”’
Besides offering educational and
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Local artist joins dance company

World-traveled ba llerina returns
By Ken Hodges
Staff writer

<me

«Mle

“i

--

Virginia Niekrasz’s dance career has
brought her full circle.
Niekrasz began dancing in Humboldt County as a young girl, attending
the Betty Merriweather School of
Ballet in Eureka.
But after dancing
in Europe and
New York, she returned to Eureka to
become the director of the Redwood
Concert Ballet Company.
‘*I loved to go to ballet lessons,’’ she
said in a recent interview. ‘‘When I was
sick I would sneak out of the house and
jump on the bus before my parents
realized I was gone, just so I wouldn’t
miss a lesson.”’
Her love for ballet and her determination paid off. When older, she
studied under Rosella Hightower at the
prestigious Centre de Danse Classique
in Cannes, France.
Returning to the United States,
Niekrasz then studied dance in New
York from Luigi, whom she describes
as ‘‘the king of classical jazz dance.”’
Ten years ago Niekrasz returned to
California and learned that Betty Merriweather was retiring. She took over
Merriweather’s school and, at the same
time, founded the Redwood Concert
Ballet Company. She has been here
ever since.
‘*Ballet’’. is somewhat misleading
since the company also performs jazz
dance, and modern ballet encompasses
a wide range of forms and styles.
‘*it’s not just tutus and pink shoes

anymore.

There’s

nothing

restrictive

about ballet unless you make it that
way,”” she said.
No matter what the form or label,
the company has provided an important cultural experience for the performers and the community.
Five former members have gone on
to professional careers in San Francisco, Los Angeles and Tulsa, Okla.

There are more members coming up
through the ranks who are ready for
scholarships, according to Niekrasz.
Even if one doesn’t make a career of
dance, the company offers the opportunity to learn a wide variety of dance
styles and ideas from guest teachers
and choreographers.
In January the company had Carlos
Carvajal as a guest choreographer. For
the past 12 years Carvajal has been the
director of Dance Spectrum in San
Francisco and has choreographed
pieces
for companies
in South
America, Texas and San Francisco.
‘*It’s an invaluable experience to get
other choreographers with different
styles. Carlos
is not a_ classical
choreographer by any means in his approach to style and movement. It was a
very rich experience,’’ Niekrasz said.
The company’s performers also will
gain valuable dance experience at the
Pacific Regional Ballet Association
Festival held in mid-May at Claremont
College in Southern California.
After two years as an intern, the
company has been accepted this year as
a performing member of the association, the culmination of every aspiring
ballet company’s endeavors, according
to Niekrasz.
The company’s members will not only perform a piece at the festival, but
also will attend lectures, seminars and
classes on the various aspects of dance.
This will give them the opportunity to
study a wide range of styles and to exchange ideas with dancers from all over
the western United States.
The company has three major public
formances each year through which
it can share this experience with the
community, Niekrasz said.
In their annual fall concert last year,
the dancers presented a full three-act
**Coppelia.’’ Their spring presentation
is usually a repertory performance, and
at Christmas they present ‘‘The Nut-

See BALLET, page 6

Staff photo by Tim Parso
Director Virginia Niekrasz (right) instructs Katherine Groven at the

‘Master Builder’ portrays real-life crises
Vreeland, manipulates a power over Solness that in-

By Pamela Sorensen
Staff writer

Strong

leadi

formances, stunning costumes

and oy dedent ere the highlights of Henrik
Builder,”’ being
Ibsen’s play, ‘‘The Master
ted in Humboldt State University’s John Van

e com
complex and s symbolic 8 story of a
et play iss ththe
a loveless

man F

both

with guilt, grief and

Solness, the master builder of the town, was
played magnificently by Patrick Tromborg, who
showed us a cold, embittered man longing for the
freedom and youth of 10 years earlier.
A reminder of this freedom comes into his life
good and evil at the
:
who
ho seems
.
auninhibited fs woman

same

time.

Hilda,

played

exuberantly

by Amy

trigues him and coerces him into risking his life for
a tastelof his earlier freedom.

Vreeland dominates the play with a confident and
enthusiastic performance. She brings a breath of
of the story.
fresh air to the serious complexity
When Hilda tells of her free-spirited ideas of
building ‘‘castles in the air,"’ and when she says of

herself, ‘wild birds never like cages — birds of prey
like hunting best,’’ the lines exemplify both the

idealistic and the malevolent sides of her complex
character.
The somber character of Aline, Solness’ wife, is
played well by Donna Tromborg, who skillfully
ness of a woman
conveys the sorrow and un
—
by guilt and responsibility.
—
roles were played by Paul Hen, Linda Rawlings and Gerald
t
drickson,
Harrell. Each member of the cast contributed to a

unified and smooth performance.
Director Toodie Dodgen commented on the
opening night performance. ‘‘I’m very pleased with

it. A play goes through a lot of changes — the
development continues through the performances.”’
Mimi Mace’s costumes and Brian Reed’s scenic

design added brilliant effects to the play.
The
ane a
Y,

play was well received by the audience.
onnta —— Tae mg
one eae the
ie rm
p
as
.
ed the

performances of

Hilda and

Dr. Herdal.’*

Student David Hall said, ‘‘I really enjoyed the
performance. I thought it was an excellent job.”
“The Master Builder’’ will be presented tonight
and Saturday at 8 in John Van Duzer Theater.

Tickets are $3.50 for general admission, $2.50 for
students, and no charge for senior citizens.
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Ballet
Continued from page 5
cracker.’’
‘‘There would be a lot of disap-

pointed people if we didn’t perform

‘The Nutcracker,’ ’’ Niekrasz explained. ‘‘It’s a dance tradition, every dance
company in the world does it. For
those involved, it’s Christmas.’’
‘*The
Nutcracker’’
has indeed
become a major community event in
Humboldt County. Last year more
than 90 people were involved in the
production, she estimated.
‘It’s a special thing in what it does
for the community. It draws in people
who aren’t normally involved in ballet.
People throughout
the community
come to help. Around production time
we're going 16 hours a day. Nobody’s

sn

—

sa

everyone is working above and

their normal work,’’ Niekrasz

.

It is, perhaps, this relationship between the Redwood Concert Ballet
Company and the community that
makes the company such an important
part of Humboldt County culture. This /
relationship also helps the company to
exist, for the company survives on a
‘‘shoestring budget’’ and is totally
dependent on the local community for
its support.
Even so, Niekrasz sees a bright
future ahead.
ee
“It’s still a struggle, but there’s a lot 7
of support out there. Even in Hum- @
boldt

County

the

audience

is

growing.”’

HSU music department to sponsor
‘Early Italian Song Contest’ today
By Suzanne

Larson

Staff weiter
Today at 4 p.m. you can get a head
start on April raged by catching the
—
Italian Song
Contest in Fulkerson
Hall for 99 cents.
The Humboldt
State University
music department is sponsoring the infamous sixth annual event, founding

father James

Stanard, assistant pro-

fessor of music, said.
‘It’s so crazy. Some schools have
April Fools’ contests which are a lot of
fun. This is sort of our version of April
Fools’,’’ Stanard said.
The competition is based on the performance of an early Italian song
which is rendered in a variety of
musical styles by different individuals
or groups, he said.

‘One year, as I was teaching, I
became aware of the fact that there
were about 12 people all doing the
same song, which got to be kind of
funny after a while. It struck me it
would be a different idea if we had
some kind of a contest where all the
participants would sing the same song,
— they would sing with their own
style.’’

This year, Ricky Lee Jonazante, The

Reggae Chamber Chorale, Mr. Bill,
Mixed Fruit, Babs Laroo, the exotic
Tessie Tura and others, will present
their versions of ‘‘Virjin, tutto amor."’
Aste Spumonte will again be master
of a!
for the contest, Stanard
said.

‘
Company performers Tara Sarvinski,

Staff photo
by Tim
Parson:
Lana Halvorsen and Tom Clapp.

See ITALIAN, page 8
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Humboldt Calendar
Pangaea,no
Fer West Conference
Wrestling Chainpionships: Saturday, 11 a.m., East Gym.

cover:

1

Brothers, $2.50; Thursday thru Saturday open
Soom, Cane Sa
8:20 g a: Wemeedly

neaey and Sunday, 10 p.m., Founders 152,

Valentine's Day Dence: today, 8 p.m.-1 a.m,
Arcata Veterans’ Hall, music by Swingsiiift.

“So Many Voices,” starring Ed Asner and Tam-

$2.50
in advance, $3 at the door, advance
‘tickets available at Wildwood Music in Arcata; a
benefit for Centering Elementary School.

my Grimes, today at noon, Gist Hall 221; shown
by Students
for Choices.

( ANS music|
sith

[

i

Song

P.m.,

Fulkerson Recital Hall, 99 cents.

i

Ete.

e°

]

Lecture: Jay McManus on eee
tests, tonight at 8, Kate Buchanan

ee i

2

Workshop: Summer Jobs in P.E. & Recreation,
Tuesday, 4 p.m., Nelson Hall 119.

Workshop: Overseas Opportunities with the

Movies

ee" cubs _)

Community

Bice. kom Chico; Tuseday, Boat
Tumbling
day,
mongers;
Wednesday, Swnigshitt; Thursday,

and Saturday,
and the Tramp,” Today
“Lady
7:30 p.m., Founders 162, $1.50.

Backstreet; 791 8th St., Arcata.

ane

Old Town
Coline and
Grill: Today, : Abert Collins
Bar && Grill:
Town Bar
Od

Annual Valentine's
a

i

+

Redwood Alliance
Dance & Mexican

Center, dinner
at 6 p.m.,

dance at

.

KHSU

Metropolitan Opera Broadcast: New

York Metropolitan Opera's production of “Norma,” Saturday, 10 a.m., 90.5 FM.

Contemporary

Sunday, 7:30 p.m., Founders

, $1.50.
The Song Remains the Same,”

Peace Corp, Wednesday, noon, NHE 119
Workshop: Time Management, Wednescay,
ncon, sign up at Counseling Center (House 71)
or call x.3236

Psychology Lecture Series:

Or. Earl Markwell will lecture on “Crisis intervention,” Tuesday, 7 p.m., Founders 159A; free

Today,

Art

& Photo

for all your art & photo supplies!!!
—

G St.

—

F—
ure
442-6150

822-2942

Y
The

Y

Redwood Alliance presente the 3rd. Annual

Valertines Da
v Da nce

@

Featuring the Finest Vegetarian Cuisine
“-_

exican Dine

“You don't have to be a vegetarian to enjoy this fine food.”

introducingor SUNDAY BRUNCH ~ 10.002m.-200pm
— Omelettes —
© California

led
© Scramb
Tofu w/Vegetables
© To-French Toast
tect mast Syne

So cmn me eooms, Guecemek ext = @ Whole Wheat Pancakes

ey

Omelette

Srearaed vagstebics wih cheese end mahrcoms

© Spanish Omelette
© Custoa Omelette

© Au Gratin Natural wer curenoe
®

Huevos

Rancheros

Fruit Bowl
© Sunrise

© Top of the Morning

Our Daily Menu Includes Something for You!
© The Best Salads

Y
Beer provided by

Saturday, February 138, 1982
at the Arcetea Commuaity
Center

ome

Mon.
- Set. © 11:30 a.m. - 8:00

HOURS:
Sundey Branch © 10 a.m.- 25m.

OR

fy

Dinner at 6 00

$3©

Dinner
& Dence

88

ne

Music
by FOX

wnctudes

Moatan Dhnne,

ty
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Benefit for KHSU

well-received
By Deborah
Staff weiter

of a hawk in flight.
After playing ‘Search For The Turtle’s Navel,”’ a —
tempo
song from

Heiman

Last Saturday’s KHSU benefit concert given by guitarist William Ackerman and pianist George Winston was a
tremendous success for both the artists
and the station, according to Diane
Dobos, a KHSU student staff member.
The benefit, given in the Fulkerson
Recital Hall, sought to raise money for
new and better equipment for the station, Dobos said.
‘*The artists were marvelous people.
Things worked out well and there was
—
karma the entire evening,’’ she

Staff photo by Deborah Heiman

Acoustic
William Ackerman
KHSU held in the Fulkerson Recital

8 during the benefit for

Hall Sunday.

Italian
Continued from page 6
“*We are serious a lot and real hungup in all sorts of things. I think it is
nice for the students to see the faculty
not so serious once in a while,’’ he
said.
**The audience is traditionally a
rowdy one.’’
Last year about 150 to 200 people at-

tended, and

Yonald Rung, he said.
Last year’s prizes included a set of
vocal
chords
preserved
in formaldehyde. A brochure to the John
Davidson Singer Summer Camp was
also among the coveted awards.
_ Music professor Leland Bariow will
give a hu:norous historical perspective
on this year’s song and composer for
those who may need some background,
Stanard said.
The contest usually lasts about 90
minutes. Proceeds go to a scholarship
fund for voice students, Stanard said.
‘*Basically, the whole purpose is to
have a good time. Everyone is doing
their thing. It’s bizarre,’’ he said.

audience response was

lively, he said.
Appropriately, gar‘ic popcorn will
be sold, and there will be a paperairplare concession.
**Ni12 music faculty are involved as
arc pe »ple from other departments.”
Thirteen jud
will decide this
year’s winners.
include Giacomo
Giaccstroppo, Giraldo Orotundo and

In an interview between performances, Ackerman said, ‘‘The crowd
was real warm.”’
Ackerman called the seating arrangment, which had some of the audience
sitting behind the performers, ‘‘real
good.”’
Winston
said he preferred the
smaller recital hall because ‘‘it’s more
of a non-threatening situation and the
kinetic energy is stronger.’’
The professional quality with which
KHSU handled the benefit was also impressive, he said.
Guitarist Ackerman specializes in
acoustic instrumentals, a type of music
he’s been playing since age 13.
Ackerman is founder of Windham
Hill Records, named after Windham
Hill Builders, a ome
he founded
after leaving Stanford
University in his
senior year to become a building contractor.
His artistic photographs and musical
abilities are enough to impress anyone.
The beauty and emotional power with
which he performs induce a meditative
mood.
Ackerman performed several songs

from his latest album ‘‘Passage,”’ in-

cluding

a duet

‘Hawk

Circle.’’

with

The

Winston

titled

lilting melody

made it easy to imagine the sensation

his similarly titled

first

album, Acker-

man said, ‘‘Usually after that I play
something fast!’’
The audience laughed in disbelief.
Ackerman enjoyed telling stories,
and at one
point said, ‘“‘I’ve got
eg
story, but I guess I should
p

y.””

After intermission, pianist Winston
elegantly performed his beautiful compositions.
He opened by saying that it must be
a fantasy of all kids to disrupt a movie
or a performance, like one kid he
knew, who “‘had thrown a fudgesicle
on the screen in a theater.”’
At that moment a baby gurgled in
the audience. The audience laughed
and Winston played a lullaby.
**People on the radio must think I’m
an idiot ... that’s OK though — I’m used to being called silly as a goose!’’
He added, ‘‘I’ll be serious now.”’
Winston
played a piece called
‘‘Autumn,”’ from his recent album of
the same name.
Winston has played acoustic piano
si
1971.
Ne demonstrated his musical diversity by simultaneously playing two harmonicas. The audience
found his
amazing ability amusing and began to
laugh when he played a song titled
**Cops and Robbers.”’
**Its not funny, you're giving me the
les ... well, I guess it is,’’ he said.
inston was
called for an encore for
=
he Ce pa a jazzy version of
oe

in

99

Hutchin’s
Marke

1644
G &.
Northtown

Arcata

Visa/MasterCard
accepted

Complete Line of Groceries & Bottled Goods

OPEN

‘til 2 a.m.

Friday and Saturday nights
OPEN ‘til midnight

Sun.-Thurs.

HAMMS (12-peck)
Black Forest Girl(1 5 iters)
Champagne (750m)
Jacare Wines (1 5 titers)

Video Games

Space Travel

Z

AS

SAR
BASE
ARCADE
ARCATA,

15th & G Street
Oe

eececeoeeseoee

coupon specials expire 2/18/82

CALIFORNIA

HOURS
Sun.-Thurs. 10-11
Fri-Sat. 10-12

Jose Cuervo Tequila (750m)

Le

:

with
Bak performers were pe
would
they
said
and
HSU
to
visit
their
be delighted to return. They agreed
that when a new campus extends such a
welcome, it’s an invitation in itself to
return.
=
KHSU grossed an estimated $960
from the benefit concert, the station’s
most successful benefit ever, director
Dale Bolton said.

Arcata

826-1587
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NCAA changes eligibility rule;
athletes get more than 5 years
By Tim Graber

Staff writer

A new NCAA rule will allow athletes
more than the five years they were
permitted to complete their
bility
under the old rules. This rule will affect
Humboldt State University athletes.
The executive committees for NCAA
Division II and III revised the fiveyear-elgibility rule at a meeting last
week. The new rule is effective immediately.
The old rule said that a student
athlete has five years to complete four
years of athletic elgibility.
This meant
that once an athlete entered college on
a full-time basis, his elgibility had
begun even if he or she did not compete
that year.
After the revision, the rule states
that a student athlete must complete
his or her seasons of participation during the first 10 semesters
or 1S quarters
in which the student is enrolled in a colte institution on a full-time basis.
means that if an athlete has com-

pleted 14 quarters without using up his
or her athletic eligibility, he could
return to college any time to complete

his final season.

Cross Country and Track Coach Jim
Hunt said, ‘‘The new rule really helps
the person who competes one year but
then has to drop out and work for a
year or more. The rule change
only affects Division II and III schools, not
Division I.’°
One athlete at HSU that will be
helped by the rule change is distance
runner Kevin Jones. Jones, a transfer
from Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, will be
in his sixth year of school in the fall of
1983, but it will only be his ISth quarter
which will make it possible for him to
compete.
In a recent interview, Jones said,
**I’m excited about the rule change
because now I can run a season I didn’t
think I had. The change worked out
real — with my transfer. I thought I
had lost my final cross country season
for good.’
One drawback to the rule is that an
athlete can compete at an age of 23 or
older against
——
and
less
developed 18 and 19 year olds.
**Since most Division II and all Division III schools don’t have athletic
scholarships, the athletes who do
return are unlikely to make a big impact,’’ Hunt said.

Staff photo by Deborah
Heiman

After the gun
Humboldt

State's

Karen Wyatt

dives at the start of the 100-meter

individual mediey during a home dual meet with Southern Oregon State

Thursday.
The ‘Jacks won 87-60.

RON TUTOCK
GIFT OF GOODLAND Wendell Berry

<=

ee

AFTER BABEL George Steiner

ECOLOGICAL HOUSE Rubert B. Butler... .
DEAN'S DECEMBER Sau: Bellow
FIELD GUIDE TO N. AME:3. MUSHROOMS
ed. Audubon Society

@ Special Valentine's Day menu served 5 p.m.-9 p.m. Saturday & Sunday Nights Dance to Tumbling Dice trom Chico
& Friday Night Espreex
a

da» /

Bald

CYCLES
Professional Service
on Most Makes
Parts & Accessories

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
1049 Samoa

Mon — Sat

Bivd.,

9— 6

ARCATA

822-2211

NORTHTOWN
957

HSTREET

ARCATA

BOOKS
822-2834

Break into
the

print

media !!!
Write a Letter
to the Editor.
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Logging practices increase deer herds for hunters
omnes

predators such as mountain lions and coyotes to the
point where hunting is vital to the stability of these

ns.

All regions that support deer have a limit as to the
number of animals that can survive there. If 4
ion grows beyond its limit, the entire herd
po
suffers — fewer fawns are born and their survival
rate drops. Mature deer lose weight and are more
susceptible to disease, vegetation is eaten or trampl-

ed down to the point of no return, and the resulting
erosion makes problems worse.

Deer habitat in northwestern California has been
markedly improved by I
practices. The floors
of overgrown forests can
me animal deserts if
sunlight cannot penetrate and spark the growth of
ground vegetation. Select- and clear-cutting practices have allowed the sun to enter thick forests and
ee
vores.
The Pacific Coast blacktail deer is a subspecies of
the larger mule deer that inhabits northeastern
California and the Sierra Nevada mountains.
Crossbreeds of blacktail and mule deer — called
mule-tails — are found in all North Coast counties,
especially at higher elevations.

Deer are generally nocturnal feeders, and will
move into clear-cut areas at sunset. Dawn will find
them heading back into the safety of thick forests.
Areas cut over five to 10 years ago are usually the
best choice for deer hunters because these areas provide enough cover and browse to hold deer during
shooting hours.
The edge of a clearing is a good choice for a morning hunt since deer in the clearing must move
through this area to reach the forest. Hunters
should be positioned along an edge before sunrise.
But this is not always possible after the excitement
of opening day (warm sleeping bags tend to restrain
even the most dedicated
hunters on cold October
mornings).
Most clear-cut areas are on steep slopes, which
can be advantageous to the evening hunter. From
above, he can look over a large area and spot deer
sneaking into the clearing to feed. Plan to be at
your favorite vantage point, preferably one near the
forest's edge, at least two hours before sunset.
Don’t forget your binoculars and something soft to
munch on (crunchy things, such as apples or a bag
of pretzels, tend to keep deer from moving into the
open until after dark).
Archers will find the edges of clear-cuts excellent
places to hunt. Bow hunters should conceal
themselves in vegetation within bow range of wellworn trails.
I always see more deer in clear-cuts if I hunt up
from the bottom. This is especially true in the morning when deer will be moving back into the forests.
Try working through the woods or down along the
edge and hunt from the lower edge uphill.
ae

|

S=te Tl. rt
Pit) eer ny fff yd

rr

ce

still) is to estimate distance and calculate trajectory.
This will save valuable seconds if deer do appear.
Don’t forget that downhill shots will hit high, uphill
shots low.
Popular hunting calibers for coastal clear-cuts
are as diverse as the hunting conditions. Many
hunters prefer open-sighted ‘‘bush guns”’ such as a
These proven venison winners are best for
30.30.
quick, short-range shots in heavy cover. They are a
good choice for morning hunters.
Other sportsmen swear by scoped, high-powered
rifles that shoot small bullets at super-high
velocities. These guns are great for long shots, but
are slow and ineffective when shooting through
thick brush. Evening hunters like these guns.
I own a 30.06 with a 4X scope, and I like it for
most shooting conditions in clear-cut areas. My only complaint is that fast-moving game is hard to
pick up quickly with a —,
Forest Service maps will
help hunters sort out the
maze of logging roads in the national forests. Most
of these back-country roads lead to cut-over areas.
Spring is a good time to explore regions you may
want to hunt in the fall. Mark potential hunti
spots on maps and make notes on habitat an
evidence of deer. Later, compare areas and choose
your spot for opening day.
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OUTDOORS:

rivers are fishable and should remain so throughout the
weekend. The Smith, Mad, Van Duzen, Mattole and South Fork
of the Eel will be the best producers.
Rockfish and surfperch are being taken from both the north
and south jettys on sand worms, clams and cut bait.
Redtail surfperch are being taken along sandy beaches north
of Patrick's Point, and limits of small steelhead have been
ted
repor
from Big
Lagoon.
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THE ULTIMATE JACKET
AT THE ULTIMATE PRICE!
Fs

BRune

very fresh droppings will be warm, soft and moist.
A good thing to do when hunting a stand (sitting

Rist

i

hare

end twigs on bushes indicate browsing. Buck tracks
are wider, deeper and more heart-shaped than doe
tracks. Fresh droppings will be soft and moist —

et

Outdoors

tions in check. Man has suppressed wildfires and

ett tt.

|

Take note of evidence of deer while hunting; a

lack of evidence usually means a lack of deer. Split-

ae

Ah, deer season — cool nights in the mountains,
color in the hardwoods, band-tailed pigeons in the
sky and dinner from a can.
North Coast counties have some of the healthiest
and most stable deer herds in California. State deerhunting zones B-1 and B-2, which cover Humboldt,
Del Norte and Trinity counties, are the perennial
for all late-season zones in total deer
aoe
est.
Good deer habitat and proper game management
its No. 1 tool — are ma— which utilizes wanes
success rates.
the
jor reasons behind
the role of natural
Hunting has rep
predators which would normally keep deer popula-
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By Troy Nelson
Outdoor writer
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gortex shell with thinsulate iasu-
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for $150 in their catalog. Columbia F7

price on these jackets. They have aff
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year! Columbia Sportswear made
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We just picked up the deal of the

a
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Lumberjack Classifieds
Wanted
WANTED: We can sell your new and

1961 FIAT Classic. Runs good,
tires, $750. Call 826-0780. 2-

TYPEWRITER REPAIRS half price.
''l clean or repair your machine for halt
of shop prices. Professional work,
budget prices. Call Tom 443-9586
eves. ip.

Opportunities
JOBS

IN

ALASKA!

Summer/year-

and more! 1982 Employer
information guide. $4.95,
Alasco, P.O. Box 60152, Sunnyvale,

THE ULTIMATE WEIGHT LOSS
diet. Come find out more Tuesday,
February 16 at 7:30 p.m., Siemens
Hall 108, HSU. Completely balanced
in vitamins and minerals. This formula
can be used for your sole nutrition

Hey

set aside for us

M.

I've met in my entire life. Oh, have you
been told that before Mike?

(aka

Marilyn

Monroe):

Thanks for being aware and for being
you-you've been a great friend. Oh
yeah, and will you be my Valentine?
-Richie Rich

TEMP,

bayby!
(Turtlehead)
Danger

LOST: Red climbing rope -

MAN WITH KNEEPADS looking for
woman

with

big

822-9213. 2-121

lips.

@ lot of lost time to make

up for.

Call

RWR

LA

BAHLOO,

| love

May your day be filled
with happiness and
chocolate syrup!
The Air Drummer, Poopsie,
and Sweetcakes
MARK
an

TOMASZEWSKI: 7"Roses are

HEY BABY! Wanna get lucky? Then
be my Valentine! A-ro0-r00-r00! Happy Valentine's
Day! | love you! Signed,
Damn Cute

do love you

known

is

loving

Valentine's
love—COUGAR

, BRIGHT
'

CINDY: I'd like to know more about

EVES,

you.

Day.

| love the way you

gmile, the twinkle in your eyes,
can | ask for one more thing? A
for Valentines!

you! Your manner intrigues
me. How
about dinner sometime?
French Student

Wiz

HAPPY 25th BIRTHDAY MARK! |
love and miss you a lot. Happy Vaientine's Day, Karen

.

“TO

NUCLEAR BOV—! Love You!! Little
One

MY BUCKEROO,
you are my

coffee in the morning.
tine's Day.”

YOU HEALTH CENTER WOMEN,
you're $0 fine, cutest little puddins all
the time. We love you all. V.&
A. 4B.

Happy Valen-

BURT: You can drive my cab anytime.

+

TWINKIE,
| love you even
ice cream! Happy Valentine's

PEPPERMINT PATTY: | was trying

to think of somethin
mushy to g
say,
out | couldn't. Let's do something
we've never done before—get
stinko
, Love, lust and perverted
thoughts,
Steve

'

Love, Jelly Bean Queen.

tine's Day) and six months together.
Je T'aime—Moi

Happy Valentine’s Day
40 years together

I love you dearly.

--+ and still my one?
and only valentine

Please

Sam

your

Keep it up! ILY. Sandgonk

Is it your birthday

Meet me at the manor for a Valentine
rendezvous... Until then—Think
red

| know that | don't say it as

wasn't for you,
same. We really
lot. You're the
want to have.

0.Z.-HODGE-KA?!!
E.M.E's.

Love, F.B.

HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY Huggy

OOH

CINDY— if it
wouldn't be the
and adore you a
one we would

David West? (shoo bop)

DEAREST
Derry, Tim, Raul and Jerry

you
Happy

HEY
crew
love
only

retarded chump.
weekend!! —LK

Happy Anniversary and
Valentine’s Day. Why the
hell did you take so long
to enter my life. We've got

happy Valentine's
Day to one and all,
Love
and hugs, Blair Bear. P.S. like
when are you all coming to visit?

much as you do, but I love you. Be my
valentine.

t you fat,
@ fantastic

Excuse me. Excuse me, sir?

Babe

DAY

— Welcome
back to the Nor-

Dear S.B.

Bear' Sure love you lotz ‘n’ lotz. Glad

MA
BEAST=—i
love
today *yesterday*tomorrow.
Valentine's Day'! votre belle

C.

Lost at Moonstone Beach, January
31. $10 Reward. Please call Dave at
826-3606 or 3784. 2-16tf

ing and secretarial needs. IBM Correcting Selectric ill. Different type
faces available. 442-4389. 5-28tf

Mama,

HAPPY VALENTINE’S
Love, your Hog Bitch.

1

months

Happy Valentine’s Day _

| LOVE YOU. You're the nicest guy

BEFORE VOU BUY an engagement
or wedding ring, come see us for the
i
and selection in the coun. New, used and antique. Pacific
& Jewelry. 922 E St., Eureka.
43-5371. We also buy scrap gold.

TRANSCRIPTION

I’m crazy for hew

Forever is the time

TO THE THOUGHTFUL PERSON
a
me the roses. Thank you. A
“1

Zephyrrr to 1825 11th St., Apt.
call 822-1607. 2-12f

SERVICE. Call Patty for all your typ-

while you are dieting. 2-12

Jenner,

TAMMY

WASHBURN

Cindy, we proudly promote you to the

geri section. Keep up the good work
Together we'll be the best. Happy Birthday. Love, the Stern four. 2-12f

places you can
p.m. is in the
W 208. Also,
Hours, 8 a.m.

5
male cat.te
LOST—Whi
with 1 blue and 1 green eye.

VALENTINES DAY BLUES? Caii
Northcoast Connections introduction
Service, 822-5746. Or write P.O.
Box 413, Arcata. Straight or gay,
begin meaningful relationships or fun
friendships soon. 2-1 2tf

Meetings

2-12tf

Loand
st
Found

“1

DELICIOUS
FLAVORS,
free
samples. For further information, call
442-6203. 2-16tf

Arcata.

doing rather

WATCH OUT SO. CAL CREWS!
When it’s Miller time, you're history

QUALITY
AUTO
REPAIR—
Reasonable rates on all minor repair
work. Tune-ups $15 for 4 and 6 cyls.
$17 for 8 cyls. Call Dave, 445-9719.
2-16tf

TYPING SERVICE by non-student
on a self correcting typewriter. Many
years experience.
Cali Terry at
—"
for all your typing needs.

CA 94088. 4-9tf

Box 413,

ONE OF THE FEW
get coffee after 12
Wildlife Coffee room
teas, fruit and donuts.
to 2 p.m. 2-12tf

CAREFUL
TYPING.
with term papers, theses,
Statistics, creative work, resumes.
Professional editing experience.
Spelling, grammar,
punctuation
guaranteed. Editing also available.
Charlotte Brown, 822-8011. 3-9tf

,

SHARE HOUSE in Eureka. Quiet
neighborhood,
large yard.
$125
month & 1/2 utilities. Can exchange
1/2 of rent for carpentry work.
443-9039. 2-121

P.O.

VERY

round. High pay; $800-$2000 monthly! All fields—Parks, fisheries, oil in-

ROOM FOR RENT in two bedroom
furnished apartment.
Large living
room, cable installed, $175 a month,
$25 off first month. Call Glenn,
826-0103. Close to campus. 2-1 2tf

SO TIRED OF BEING ALONE? Fing
that special someone. Call Northcoast
Connections, 822-5746. Or write

Services

pre-owned items for you! Ali items
must be clean and in good to excellent
condition.
CONSIGNMENTS
ETC.
Next to Pepsi in Eureka. 2-1 9tf

WORMWOOD—You're

weil at Humboldt
this week, except for
the Church of the Holy Family (Traditional Episcopal, Sundays at 11 a.m.,
1757 J Street, Arcata). Don't you
have any lions? Screwtape 2-16tf

be

Karon Cartwright
The fats sst crew widow

mine forever.

—Buffy

in the land.

Love, Michael

Our joys are
our wings
—Peanut

12 —te Lumberieck, Friday, Feb. 12, 1982

Wife abuse

Battered women

create volunteer group

to give shelter, support, understanding

By Mark Chappell
Staff writer
In any oon

aa

, 1.8 women are beaten by

the

men they live with and half of all wives ex
some type of abuseat least once during their mar-

riages, according to Andrea Dworkin, author of

several books on the subject.
To cope with this problem on the North Coast,
a women’s
for Shelter,
Women
Humboldt
emergency servolunteer organization, poe
vices to women who have been physically or mentally battered.
The emergency services include temporary housing, food, transportation, short-term counseling,

and referral to legal, welfare, medical and police

agencies in the community.
The Eureka-based office is also part of the
Western States Shelter Network, which aids women
who wish to relocate.
volunteers at the
Tina Crume and Pam Havne,

‘We cater to their wishes,

so we don’t give advice or

Graphic
by Don Chin

choose for the women.’

services, emergency services, racism and currert
issues dealing with women.
‘*After somebody goes through the training, we
directly on the phone,’’ Crume
put them
—said.
**We work with a buddy system. Usually the
more experienced worker will be first call (answer
the crisis line) — it’s the volunteer's choice when
she wants to be on first call.”
‘*Also, if somebody wanted to be a volunteer at
the shelter, there are other aspects besides crisis
work, such as office work and fund raising. Any
skills would be great,’’ Haynes said.
Men are not allowed in the program. If a woman
who has just been beaten by a man calls and hears a
man answer the phone, she would be hesitant to
trust or ask for help, Haynes said.
Crume said $0 percent of the women who call the
crisis line ask for emergency housing.
The organization once had a shelter house for
women and children, but lack of funds and difficulties in keeping its location confidential forced it
to close.
‘“We have underground housing, which is confidential housing provided by private individuals,
and the use of confidential mutel rooms. We are
working on getting a house,’’ Crume said.
The organization’s funds are now provided by

office, said in an interview Saturday that the myth
about shelter workers being home-wreckers is not

true.

**We present alternatives and referrals to community resources that already exist,"” Crume said.
“We support the woman in the decision she makes
and offer some alternatives that she didn’t know
were available.”’
““We don’t tell the women to leave their homes or
advise them to divorce the guy,” Hayne said. ‘‘We
cater to their wishes, so we don’t give advice or
choose for the women.””
Crume, a volunteer since 1980, said the Eureka
shelter was formed in 1977 by women who were battered and who recognized the need for some type of
shelter in this area.
The organization has 15 to 20 volunteers. Women
from different ethnic backgrounds, protessions and
ages volunteer, Hayne said.
A 24-hour crisis telephone line is monitored by
two people seven days a week. Haynes said they
average one call a day.
Training sessions for new volunteers are scheduled for March 2 through 11. The sessions, Tuesday
and Thursday nights from 7 to 9, will cover
telephone crisis work, phone referral to community

money from the increase in the cost of marriage
licenses last year.

Funds also come from the Provisional Agency of

United Way and the community through donations
and fund raisers.
Hayne said $0 percent of the people they deal
with are children.
**A lot of times child abuse and wife beating go
hand-in-hand,’’ she said.

‘We are starting

a new program, that will be in-

corporated with the shelter, called Children Services. We found, generally, since the mother does
have children, she is in a place where she can’t really
deal with her kids right now because everything is
tumbling around her. And the kids’ needs are not
recognized like if they were in a regular home situation.”’
A special full-day training session on children will
be on Feb. 20, Hayne said.
“It's really hard to kill the human spirit,"’ she
said. ‘You see these people who are black-and-blue
and have no money, but they still laugh. They still
care. They don’t just give up, they have hope.”’
For further information about the training session or the shelter, call 443-6418 or write to
Humboldt Women for Shelter, P.O. Box 969, Eureka,
Calif. 95502.
The telephone crisis number is 443-6042.

Increased employment is goal

Loan programs help North Coast business
By Martin Melendy
Staff writer

A loan program designed to aid local
small businesses and thus increase
employment in Humboldt County has
been implemented by the Redwood
Region Economic Development Commission of Eureka.
Applications for the new loans
became available Feb. 1 and are only
open to Humboldt County businesses.
Beginning in March, the commission
will have $90,000 to lend out every four
months.
‘*It’s a first-come, first-serve thing,”’
RREDC Executive Director Theactta
Goodwin said.

The ripe are available yo
payments from
interest
have just
RREDC loans aos in 1

ibout been repaid. Those loans were
part of $8.$ million provided by the
Department of Commerce’s Economic
to find new jobs
* -velopment

airline terminal at Eureka-Arcata air-

port was completed with the help of a
RREDC

loan.

Goodwin said, ‘‘The bottom line is

putting people back to work”’ with the
new loans.
Les Alexander,

owner of Mad River

Hardwood in Arcata, received one of
the original loans and likes the small-

Beginning in March,
the commission will

have $90,000 to
lend out every four
months.

loan idea if it puts peopleto work.

‘Actually 1 think they'll help put
to work, especially if it’s a new
siness,’’ Alexander said

by Redwood Nair workers di
The remaining $5 million was loaned
; mal Park expansion, Goodwin said.
in the form of sub-grants to be used for
From the total, $3.5 million was . larger projects in Humboldt County.
In Arcata, the West End Industrial
aned for 13 large projects in. the
the
of
ing
Park contruction project received a
‘unty. Locally, the remodel

grant, as did a boat-manufacturing and
repair facility in Fields Landing.
Small businesses must meet certain
requirements before they can receive
one of RREDC’s new loans.
‘“‘Top priority is for manufacturing
businesses, new or wanting to expand.
Next is one producing products for export outside the county. The minumum
a business can borrow is $5,000,’’ Minnie Miller, RREDC loan officer, said.
The loans will incur an interest of
three points below the prime interest
rate on the day the loan is approved.

But, interest on the loan will not drop

below 10 percent, Goodwin said.

. “There is a five-year term to pay

back the loan. We are hitting for
smaller loans trying to help the small
businessman,” she said.

Potential borrowers will be chosen

by a seven-member loan committee,
which will meet the first Thursday of
in March, to
inning
each month,
in said.
pick recipients,

a

te

who

have

just

missed

receiving loans one quarter will be at

the top of the list when loans are considered for the following quarter.

Repaid loans will go into a revolving
loan fund to be loaned again. ‘‘It feeds

itself,’’ Goodwin said.
Complementing the RREDC loan
program
is the Arcata Economic
Development
Corp.
which
loans
money to Arcata’s small businesses.
businesses receive
Manufacturing
top priority among applicants for the
maximum
loan of
$10,000, Steve
Patek, AEDC executive officer, said.
“The RREDC program is modeled
after our program, and I think it will
help stretch our funds,’’ he added.
It is now possible for a small
business in Arcata to receive loans
from both RREDC and AEDC. This
flexibility will allow AEDC to help

some

businesses

it could

not

help

before, Patek said.

**] don’t suspect the business comomy knows much about it yet,’’ he
But news of the new RREDC loans
has reached some business owners. As

of Monday,

14 requests for applica-

tions have been received by the commission, Miller said.
include a furniture
Applicants
and computer, baby
rer,
manufactu
clothes and calendar-card businesses.

